Taking Control of your data with Cloud Backups
A cloud backup tool is a Disaster recovery tool that, like all other disaster recovery tools, is somewhat new to the
small-to-medium-sized-business (SMB) market. Though disaster recovery has been a priority for virtually every
business with a dependence on computer systems since its inception in the late 1970’s, the high cost meant that
it was only available to the Fortune 500’s of the world.
The rest of us had to make do with what we could afford, which wasn’t much.
Luckily, nowadays Enterprise-grade Disaster Recovery is only “enterprise-grade” in name, not because it has
dropped in quality or scale (quite the contrary), but because advances in internet connectivity, networking
equipment, processing power, and the rise of cloud computing have given birth to Disaster-recovery-as-a-service
(DRaaS), making enterprise-grade Disaster Recovery affordable for businesses of all shapes and sizes.
The most common and most affordable DRaaS tool for SMBs today is a cloud backup solution.

How does it work?
The way it works is simple; every few minutes an image of your server is captured, encrypted, and replicated
onto another secure server offsite.
With such a solution in place, you can rest assured that your data, sales, client info, bills, files, emails, and
everything else on your database is safe, secure, and accessible.

What’s included?
First and foremost, Security is the cornerstone of the services included in this plan. Our solution is fully
encrypted, kept behind physical and virtual firewalls, and meets all compliance requirements, whether they be
from SOX, HIPAA, PCI, FISMA, or GLBA.

What else is included?
Unbeatable Security
Ensuring that no one but you
can ever access your data is
a top priority to us, every
packet of information is
encrypted end-to-end and
stored in a fully secured,
compliance ready datacenter.

Fast Restoration
Files are available the
moment you need them.

Block Level Backup
Once a file has been saved
successfully, our software
only backs up changes, down
to the block level, ensuring
that such a robust service is
not eating away at bandwidth
and slowing down your
internet speed.

Email Backup
Ongoing backup, storage,
and restoration of your
Exchange files.

Retention and Archiving
Top of the line digital
archiving solution. You can
rest assured that it meets all
of
your
compliance
requirements.

Flexible Archiving
Welcome
to
complete
scheduling flexibility. Each
backup can be set to run at
any user-defined time, on any
user-defined frequency. There
are default settings, of course,
but every aspect of the
scheduler
is
easily
configurable.

Our Software Interface

Technical Specifications
Backup Schedule
Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Multiple Schedules

Encryption Algorithm
AES - 256
SSL - 128

Built-In Plugins
Exchange
SQL
Local Only Backup
Revision Rules
Email Archiving

Application OS Platform
Windows Server 2008
Windows Server 2012
Windows Vista
Windows 7
Windows 8
Windows 10

Deleted File Retention Policy
Customizable Retention Rules

